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Bath Bombs
How to Make Bath Bombs - A Beginner's Guide to
Making Homemade Bath Bombs Step-By-Step is the
ultimate guide to making your own fantastic bath
bombs at home. The popularity of bath bombs is
increasing around the world but buying them can
be quite expensive. Why buy bath bombs? When
you can learn to make your own delicious and
fabulous bath bombs at home with the help of How
To Make Bath Bombs! It doesn't matter if you're
young or old, there is just something amazing
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about soaking in a relaxing bathtub as one of your
own homemade bath bombs fizzles away. Making
your own bath bombs not only allows you to save
money, but it's also a fantastic gift idea for friends,
family, and loved ones. Making your own bath
bombs ensures that all your bath bombs will be
made from high-quality ingredients and safe for
children and those with sensitive skin. Our skin is
very important to our health, and it's vital that we
take care of it. Inside How To Make Bath Bombs - A
Beginner's Guide to Making Homemade Bath
Bombs Step-By-Step you'll discover: The bath bomb
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basics Essential bath bomb supplies and equipment
Easy to follow instructions Delicious and exciting
bath bomb recipes Advanced techniques for
experienced operators Resources, supplies, and
much more! When it comes to bath bombs, making
your own is the only way to go! You'll be able to
create some awesome gifts for special occasions, or
just experiment and turn your bath time into a fun
and relaxing experience. If you only buy one book,
then make sure that it's How To Make Bath Bombs!
Ready to make your own homemade bath bombs?
Just follow the easy steps inside this book! Does
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your muscles ache after a long day of cleaning
house, running errands and trying to keep up with
life? Sounds like you could enjoy a little me time.
Sorry no free trips here, but i can offer you some
awesome bath bomb scents that can transport your
mind to utopia!This book includes: How Bath
Bombs Were InventedWhat a Bath Bomb IsHow
Both Bombs WorkThe Benefits of Using Bath
BombsSupplies Needed to Make Your OwnTips &
TricksAnd My Favorite Recipes!!!Hundreds of
millions of bath bombs are sold each year. You can
continue purchasing bath bombs made by
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someone else (who knows how long the have sat
on the shelf). Or you can start making them for
yourself. The fresher a bath bomb is, the better the
fizz and scent.Included are 20 of my favorite
recipes! Also instruction on becoming a bath bomb
pro and tips to help you prepare, develop, and
store your bath bombs.Bath bombs are a great gift
for a family member or friend. You can also make
and sell bath bombs at your local craft fairs and
festival. A side business never hurt no-one.Most
importantly you can create these bath bombs to
your liking. You can use all natural products as
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described in this book. You can add a bit of color
with out adding food dyes and other artificial
ingredients. Making all natural homemade bath
bombs have physical and mental health benefits.
The ingredients inside each bath bomb include but
not limited to the list below: Moisturizing and Rehydrating Dry SkinCalms Sore Muscles and
Inflamed JointsCleanses and Repair Skin
TonesRemoves Dead Skin CellsRelieves Stress and
AnxietySoothes SunburnsRelaxes Your Body and
Prepares You for SleepReady to make your own
homemade bath bombs? Just follow the easy steps
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inside this book! Have a wonderful and relaxing
day.* I do not add Yields in my recipes as mold
come in a variety of styles!* Best viewed on your
phone - vivid color pictures
Create Amazing Bathtub Treats At Home without
Stress! Have you ever wondered if you can make
bath bombs at home for significantly less than what
it costs to buy them in the store without any fuss?
Learn how to make your own amazing bath bombs
at home and enjoy them whenever you want to.
You will be surprised at how economical and easy it
is to make them. This guide explains the easiest
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method of creating bath bombs so you don't have
the challenges you may have had in the past
making bath bombs. This guide contains more than
30 amazing bath bomb recipes with a few simple
ingredients and easy-to-understand instructions.
You are sure to succeed with this quick and easy
guide, regardless of your skill level as you'll learn
how to make a variety of bath bombs for relaxation,
skincare, detoxification, healing, and pain relief.
This guide will not only show you the basics but
also more fun and challenging recipes. In this book,
you'll find: More than 30 amazing bath bomb
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recipes with cheap easy-to-get ingredients Sweetsmelling recipes for pain relief, relaxation,
detoxification, and skincare The easiest way to
store your bath bombs for weeks to maintain their
fizziness How to add nourishing ingredients to
customize your bath bombs And much more.... BUY
NOW! You don't want to miss out on these
awesome recipes.
If you've never tried a bath bomb you are seriously
missing out on the best bath ever. These things are
so amazing and fill your tub with the most luscious
scent for a spa like experience like no other. You
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can buy them at a lot of spas and bath stores, or
you can make them yourself and save a bundle. In
this book, you'll discover: + Citrus Bath Bombs +
Star Wars Bath Bombs + Lavender Bath Bombs +
Peppermint Bath Bombs + Gold, Frankincense, &
Myrrh Bath Bombs And much, much more! This
book can be a project for you, a gift for friends and
family, or an enhancement to your knowledge in
the world of bath and body crafts. Whatever the
purpose, you will be able to whip up a bath bomb
whenever you want to.
Learn to Create Luxurious Bath Bombs at Home Page 10/99
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Includes a bath bomb mold and materials to make
your own
The Bath Bombs
A Beginner's Guide to Making Amazing Bath Bombs
and Bathtub Treats!
DIY Bath Bomb
Homemade Organic Bath Bomb Recipes for Body
Care, Relaxation, & Health
Fizzy World of Bath Bombs, Amazing Recipes to
Create Beautiful and Creative Bath Bombs
Do you wish to stop buying expensive bath
bombs whose ingredients you are not even
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sure of and instead switch to natural bath
bombs that everyone in your family can use?
And are you looking for a guide that will
break down the seemingly complicated
process down in a language that you can
understand and follow to create your very
own luxurious and heavenly smelling bath
bombs at home? If your answer is YES, then
read on... You Are About To Discover How To
Experience Out of This World Bathing
Experiences By Creating Natural, Organic,
And Homemade Bath Bombs At Home! At the
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end of a long and stressful day, the best way
to wind down is usually to take a bath,
especially using a soothing, moisturizing, and
relaxing bath melt or bath bomb. However,
store-bought bath bombs can be very pricey
and sometimes filled with dangerous
chemicals that may do a lot of harm,
especially if used for a long time. Learning
how to make your own bath bombs will help
you deal with this problem. Bath bombs
create a bubbly, foamy action that can help
you relax your tired muscles and they leave
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your skin feeling refreshed and soft. The good
thing about creating your own bath bombs is
that you can be sure that no chemicals and
toxins have been added and as a plus, you'll
be able to save time and money going to the
store. You can also customize your bath
bombs especially in terms of fragrance,
colors, and shapes. What's more; you could
also make child friendly bath bombs to make
bath times with your little ones an exciting
experience! Since you are reading this, it
means that you like taking a nice, relaxing
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shower and you want to know how to create
DIY bath bombs. Probably, you might be
wondering... Isn't it expensive to make my
own bath bombs? What do I need to get
started? Which are the most important
ingredients in bath bombs? This book will
answer all the questions that might have and
help you create lots of awesome luxurious,
easy to make, natural and organic bath
bombs, and other bath product recipes,
knowing what each one contains. Here is a
sneak preview of what you will learn in this
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book: Basics of making a bath bomb Some of
the common ingredients that you need to
make bath bombs Equipment that you require
to get started Different recipes for bath
bombs, bubble baths, bath salts, shower gels,
bath teas, bath milk, body cleansers, bath
melts, and body scrubs that you can make at
the comfort of your home Awesome bath
bomb recipes for kids Some helpful tips on
how to make bath bombs successful, even if
you are a beginner And much more... The
recipes in this book are very easy to follow
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and the only thing you have to do is to get
creative and have some fun. You could even
involve kids to make the bath bombs! You can
also give a customized bath bomb from the
recipes in this book to a loved one as a gift so
feel free to let your mind run wild, quite
literally! Scroll up and click Buy Now With
1-Click or Buy Now to get started!
Experience A Deeper Dimension Of
Pleasurable And Therapeutic Bath Experience
Spice Up Your Bath With These Aromatic
Bath Bombs Recipes Bath time shouldn’t be
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taken lightly. It is another opportunity to
relax frail muscles, ease the tension of the
day or night and have a wonderful time.
However, you cannot partake of these
benefits if you immerse yourself in your
ordinary, boring bath water. You need to
spice your bath with color, fragrance,
luxurious and therapeutic goodies that are
uniquely packed in a wide range of bath
bombs which are all well presented in this
guide book. These fizzy bombs will invigorate,
refresh and energize you for your everyday
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tasks. Using store- bought bath bombs just
won’t cut it as they are loaded with chemicals
and detergents that may adversely affect your
skin. In this book, there are 37 bath bomb
recipes for you to make and enjoy. And that’s
just the beginning. There is also a wealth of
clearly- written information and interesting
tips for beginners so you can never go wrong.
They are all easy to understand and within a
short time, you will definitely be making the
world best’s bath bombs. Some Of These
Information Are: Bath Bombs And Their Many
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Benefits Basic Bath Bomb Ingredients Getting
The Right Consistency Molding Your Bath
Bombs Coloring Your Bath Bombs Common
Bath Bomb Problems & Their Solutions
Making Rich Bath Bombs Finishing Your
Bombs And A Whole Lot More... A Preview Of
The Categorized Bath Bomb Recipes Are:
Skin Care Bath Bomb Recipes Simple Bath
Bomb Recipes Special Days Bath Bomb
Recipes Tea Bath Bomb Recipes Fragrant
Bath Bombs ...And while we are on the
subject of bombs, a bonus recipe of a
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Delightfully Aromatic Toilet Bomb to keep
your bathroom smelling fresh and hygienic.
So What Are You Waiting For? Join the
thousands of people who are discovering the
wonderful benefits of bath bombs by buying
this guide book. They are simply lovable!
Despite being around for many, many years,
bath bombs have recently become all the
rage with people from all walks of life excited
to use these fun and beneficial items in their
next bath. What you might not know,
however, is that making bath bombs is a
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relatively simple process that doesn't take
much time nor does it require too many
ingredients. What's even better is that after
you learn how to make bath bombs, you can
create your own concoctions using
ingredients that work best for you and your
family! And this bath bomb recipe book will
help you get started in the wonderful world of
bath bombs! Inside this bath bomb recipe
book, you will find 25 of the best bath bomb
recipes that anyone, no matter what their
previous bath bomb-making experience, can
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recreate. All recipes have been tested on
multiple occasions to ensure their accuracy,
includes the amount of bath bombs it will
make, and how long it will take to recreate
the recipe. You will also find a complete
ingredient list, as well as easy to follow stepby-step instructions that tell you exactly how
to make that specific recipe. The recipes
range from simple to more complex, and even
include bath bombs for men and ones that
help to improve the quality of your life. Even
if you're not a huge fan of bath bombs,
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learning how to make your own means you
have a fallback plan for gifts for friends and
family! That's right! Bath bombs make a
wonderful, homemade gift for just about
anyone and they are more cost effective than
going out and purchasing an expensive gift.
And since they are made with love, the
recipient will enjoy them even more! So what
are you waiting for? Start reading "How to
Make Bath Bombs: Bath Bombs Recipes for
Self-Care and Daily Life" today!
WANT TO LEARN HOW TO MAKE BATH
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BOMBS, SOAP, AND CROCHET AT HOME
WITH STEP BY STEP INSTRUCTIONS? Here
Is A Preview Of What You'll Learn About Bath
Bombs... Uses for Your Bath Bombs Creating
the Right Packaging and Care for Your Bath
Bombs Storing Your Bath Bomb Some of the
Common Mistakes with Bath Bombs That You
Should Avoid The Benefits of Making Your
Own Bath Bombs Much, Much, More! Here Is
A Preview Of Some Of The Bath Bomb
Recipes You'll Learn... Peppermint and
Chocolate Bath Bomb Heart Bombs
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Eucalyptus Bomb Lemon Bomb Orange
Bombs Lavender Bombs Peppermint and
Eucalyptus Bath Bomb Bergamot and
Lavender Bombs Tea Tree and Mint Bath
Bombs Rose Oil and Lavender Bath Bombs
Cedarwood and Orange Bath Bomb Much,
Much, More! Here Is A Preview Of What
You'll Learn About Soap Making... The
methods of soap making What ingredients do
I need to get started? The equipment needed
to make soap Picking out the type of fat you
would like to use Picking out the lye you will
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use Much, Much, More! Here Is A Preview Of
Some Of The Soap Recipes You'll Learn...
Velvet Raspberry Soap Rosy Lavender Youth
Almond Soap Velvet Chamomile Soap Velvet
Cherry Soap Pink Grapefruit Soap Orange
Field Glowing Spring Soap Alluring Orchid
Coconut Lime Chocolate Cookie Soap Much,
Much, More! Here Is A Preview Of What
You'll Learn About Crochet... The Basics That
You Need for Starting Crochet Learning
Some of the Basic Stitches Decreasing
Increasing Joining Yarn Fastening Off Sewing
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Together Much, Much, More!
Bath Bombs Book
32 Organic Homemade Bath Bomb Recipes to
Relieve Stress & Have Better Health
Bath Bombs and Beyond
How to Make Bath Bombs at Home
Easy Recipes for 15 Adorable Safe and Super
Smelling Designs
A Step-By-Step Guide to Making Unique DIY
Bath Bombs at Home, with Natural, Organic
and Inexpensive Ingredients, Without Stress
In Bath Bombs and Beyond, former bath bomb business
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owner Wendy Whitbeck teaches readers how to take her
tried and proven bath bomb recipes (including a recipe for
CBD bath bombs) and adapt them to align with their own
brand. Rather than teach readers how to follow other
people's recipes, Bath Bombs and Beyond strives to turn
crafters into formulators and give them the needed
information to go to the next level with setting up a bath
bomb business. Topics covered include: Dry Ingredients
Wet Ingredients Required Equipment The Recipes
Adapting Recipes Scaling Recipes Scenting Your Bombs
Coloring Bombs Packaging Bombs Labelling
Requirements What Does It Cost Tips and Common
Problems Setting Up Your Business And much more!
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This guide is full of easy to understand directions and you
are sure to succeed regardless of your skill. Just with a few
simple steps, and a little bit of time, you're going to be
making the best bath bombs in your circle.Bath bombs are
a favorite treat for anyone who wants a cheap way to spice
up their baths. Add color ad scent to your boring bath
water. Incredibly simple to make and make a perfect gift. I
this guide we have compiled the best bath bomb recipes
from the internet and the world. Sit back and Enjoy! This
guide will not only show you the basics, but also will be
challenged to make more extreme bath bombs, designed to
look like the best desserts on earth. Bath bombs are the
most common used bath products, and it's impossible not
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to love them.
Fun, fizzy bath bombs are a luxury to buy, but easy to
make at home! Bath Bombs Away! comes with 12 brandnew all-natural recipes and materials to make your own
beautiful bombs. Dropping a bath bomb in a tub not only
imbues the water with soothing essential oils and scents,
but also adds colorful, fizzy fun! The gorgeous illustrated
book includes step-by-step instructions for making 15 bath
bomb and shower steamer recipes. From the invigorating
“Squeaky Clean Bomb” to beautiful “Mermaid Bomb,”
these fizzy creations are easy to build and make great gifts
for family and friends. Inside You'll Find: Bath Bomb
Mold Citric Acid Baking Soda Shower Steamer Mold
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Surprise Trinkets Bath Bomb Dye Lavender Fragrance
Ultimate Bath Bomb Recipes This guide is full of easy to
understand directions and you are sure to succeed
regardless of your skill. Just with a few simple steps, and a
little bit of time, you're going to be making the best bath
bombs in your circle. Bath bombs are perfect for anyone
who wants a cheap way to spice up their baths. Add color
and scent to your boring bath water. Incredibly simple to
make and make a perfect gift. In this guide we have
compiled the best bath bomb recipes from the internet and
the world. Sit back and Enjoy! This guide will not only
show you the basics, but you also will be challenged to
make more extreme bath bombs, designed to look like the
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best desserts on earth. Bath bombs are the most common
used bath products, and it's impossible not to love them.
However the majority of bath bombs available in stores are
loaded with chemicals and detergents which can severely
effect your skin. Here Is A Preview Of What You'll
Learn... Bath Bomb Basics Simple Bath Bomb Recipes
Fragrant Bath Bomb Recipes Bath Bombs for Skin Care
Holiday Bath Bombs Specialty Bath Bombs And much,
much more! Pick up this guide today and start to ejoy the
luxuries of bath bombs. Take action today and download
this book for a limited time discount of only $0.99! Related
Searches: bath bombs, essential oils, aromatherapy, stress
reduction, bath bomb recipes, bath bombs for beginners,
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essential oil ebooks, Essential oils
How to Make Homemade Bath Bombs: 20 of My Favorite
Recipes Included
Beginner Bath Bombs
Homemade Bath Bombs, Salts and Scrubs
Bath Bombs - Make Your Own Luxurious Bath Bombs At
Home
3 in 1 Collection - Bath Bombs, Crocheting, and Soap
Making
BATH BOMBS: 32 Organic Homemade Bath
Bomb Recipes to Relieve Stress & Have Better
Health, Beginners Guide Do You Love To Take
Time Out, Relax And Make Bath Time About
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You? Do You Want to Learn Amazing Ways to
Have Clean and Smell Great? Do You Want to
Make Great and Unique Gifts? If you have
answered a big YES to one or more of these
questions "BATH BOMBS: 32 Organic
Homemade Bath Bomb Recipes to Relieve
Stress & Have Better Health, Beginners Guide"
is the book for you! This book has been written
specifically for people who want to learn more
about how they can naturally make bath bombs.
Bath Bomb Making has been used for years and
years for all types of different situations. This
book will shed some light on some natural
recipes. The great thing about homemade bath
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bombs is that it is extremely affordable and can
be purchased just about anywhere. There is no
doubt that if you purchase this book that you
will always want to have a box of ingredients
handy! What Will I Learn From This Book? Here
is a quick overview of what you will get out of
this book. DIY Bath Bombs Bath Bomb
Chemistry Materials Sourcing Organic
Ingredients Scents Botanicals, Butters, and
Colorants Step-by-Step Guide to Mixing and
Molding Citrus Ginger Bath Bombs (Refreshing)
Lavender Chamomile Bath Bombs (Relaxing)
Peppermint Eucalyptus Lemon Bombs
(Invigorating) Kids Creamsicle Surprise Bath
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Bombs Men's Rejuvenating Bath Bomb ...these
are just some of the many topics. Just scroll to
the top of the page and select the BUY button
to start reading! ---A warm, relaxing bath is the ultimate cosy treat
for unwinding after a hard day, or when
muscles ache, or when winter holds everything
in its icy grip. Bath worshippers everywhere will
love the 15 bath bomb recipes contained in this
book; they will transform bath time from an
enjoyable experience to one that is truly
pampering. A bath bomb is made from just
three main ingredients: citric acid, bicarbonate
of soda and water, which are mixed together,
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moulded and left to dry hard. When popped into
a warm bath, the resulting 'bomb' fizzes and
effervesces as it is immersed in the water,
releasing any aromatic oils, herbs and butters
you may have added to the mixture, and
leaving the water fragrantly scented, soft and
moisturising. The easy-to-follow instructions in
this book will show you how to make a variety
of delightful, aromatic bath bombs. We're sure
you will enjoy making them and, more
importantly, using them.
WANT TO LEARN HOW TO MAKE BATH BOMBS
AT HOME WITH STEP BY STEP INSTRUCTIONS?
Here Is A Preview Of What You'll Learn... Uses
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for Your Bath Bombs Creating the Right
Packaging and Care for Your Bath Bombs
Storing Your Bath Bomb Some of the Common
Mistakes with Bath Bombs That You Should
Avoid The Benefits of Making Your Own Bath
Bombs Much, Much, More! Here Is A Preview Of
Some Of The Bath Bomb Recipes You'll Learn...
Peppermint and Chocolate Bath Bomb Heart
Bombs Eucalyptus Bomb Lemon Bomb Orange
Bombs Lavender Bombs Peppermint and
Eucalyptus Bath Bomb Bergamot and Lavender
Bombs Tea Tree and Mint Bath Bombs Rose Oil
and Lavender Bath Bombs Cedarwood and
Orange Bath Bomb Much, Much, More!
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Lowest price for several hours only $0.99 WAS
$4.99Do you want to impress your loved ones
by giving a great present with a personal
touch? Yet, you don't know how to make lush
bath bombs?Definitely, this homemade bath
bombs recipe book is all you need. You can
create your own natural and healthy bath
bombs using your favorite fragrance You will
become a master of skin softness with these
relaxing bath bombs and other recipes.There
are many reasons to use this Homemade
Natural and Organic bath bomb recipes book:1)
Natural and organic ingredients only2)
Therapeutical effects3) Easy, step-by-step
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recipes with photos4) Bath bomb recipes for
beginners and experienced soap makers5)
Perfect detailed book 6) Recipes for relaxation
and stress reliefThis book is an excellent
present. Impress your loved ones and get this
limited edition book now.The Best Homemade
Bath Bombs book is yours at the best price.Do
not miss your chance. Buy with 1-click
now!Enjoy and Relax.
300 Natural Recipes for Luxurious Soaks
The Top 15 Bath Bomb Recipes
Luxurious Bath Bombs - 40 Bath Bomb Recipes
Homemade Bath Bombs and Bubble Baths
Unlock the Power of the Bath
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Natural and Organic Homemade Bath Bombs
Beginner's Guide

Bath Bombs for Beginners Want to make your
own bath bombs to experience that
expensive spa experience at a fraction of
the cost? DESCRIPTION A collection of bath
bombs recipes that you can use not only
when you need relaxing or reinvigorating
moments, but specially created recipes
that take care of nearly your every mood
aid your healing in body, mind and spirit
and all for a fraction of the cost of bath
shop prices. These bombs, despite their
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affordability, are every bit as relaxing .
. . every bit as reinvigorating . . .
every bit as healing as the those in the
stores that were three times the cost.
Success! BIG OVERALL BENEFIT - example:
Discover the ultimate bath experience
while boosting your body, mind and
spiritAlso, you'll discover..Four ways how
bath bombs can sooth your nerves after a
stressful dayHow to make memorable gifts
for family and friendsThe role of citric
acid in a bath bomb recipeAnd much
more!Table of Contents Chapter 1: So,
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What's a Bath Bomb, Anyway?Yes, you can
make your own bath bomb!Four Reasons to
Use, Give and Make Bath BombsChapter 2:
Aromatherapy, Bath Bombs and YouSo,
Exactly What are Essential Oils,
Anyway?How does Aromatherapy work?Chapter
3: The Basic InstructionsA Basic
RecipeBasic Bath Bomb Recipe Without
Citric Acid Ingredients:Basic Bath Bomb
Recipe without Essential OilsChapter 4:
Bath Bombs that Heal Body, Soul and
SpiriHealing Lavender Bath BombBasil Bath
BombRed Currant Bath BombWhite Tea and
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Coconut Oil BombHolistic Healing Apple
Bath BombChapter 5: Energizing Bath
BombsRosemary Bath BombEnergizing Citrus
Bath BombsPeppermint Pick-Me Up Bath
BombUplifting Tangerine Bath BombPerky
Vanilla Bath BombsChapter 6: Bath Bombs to
Help You RelaxSurprisingly Relaxing
Chamomile BombsDecadently Relaxing Milk
and Honey Bath BombRestful Rose-Scented
Bath BombWhite Tea BombUltimate Jasmine
Bath Bombs Chapter 7: Explosive Romantic
Bath Bombs Romantic Rose Bath BombsBath
Bombs for Your Favorite ManRomantic
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Cinnamon Bath BombsLoving Vanilla Bath
BombsPassionate Passion Flower Bath Bombs
with Ylang-YIang Chapter 8: What Could
Make Better Gifts? Bath
"Bombettes"Chocolate-Peppermint Holiday
Bath BombValentine's Day Love BombMilky
Bath BombsMoisturizing BombsEaster Egg
Bath BombsConclusion
Packed full of amazing bath bomb recipes!
Most people are surprised to find out they
can make bath bombs at home for
significantly less than what it costs to
buy them in the store. Learn how to make
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your own bath bombs and you can enjoy them
whenever you want to. The bath bomb recipe
book contains 25 amazing bath bomb
recipes. You'll learn how to make standard
bath bombs that you can add essential oils
or fragrance oils to yourself, and you'll
learn a number of great-smelling recipes
you can whip up whenever you want a bath
bomb. Order your copy today! You don't
want to miss out on these amazing recipes.
ALSO AVAILABLE IN EBOOK AND AUDIO BOOK!!!
WANT TO LEARN HOW TO MAKE BATH BOMBS AT
HOME WITH STEP BY STEP INSTRUCTIONS? Here
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Is A Preview Of What You'll Learn... Uses
for Your Bath Bombs Creating the Right
Packaging and Care for Your Bath Bombs
Storing Your Bath Bomb Some of the Common
Mistakes with Bath Bombs That You Should
Avoid The Benefits of Making Your Own Bath
Bombs Much, Much, More! Here Is A Preview
Of Some Of The Bath Bomb Recipes You'll
Learn... Peppermint and Chocolate Bath
Bomb Heart Bombs Eucalyptus Bomb Lemon
Bomb Orange Bombs Lavender Bombs
Peppermint and Eucalyptus Bath Bomb
Bergamot and Lavender Bombs Tea Tree and
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Mint Bath Bombs Rose Oil and Lavender Bath
Bombs Cedarwood and Orange Bath Bomb Much,
Much, More! Scroll to the top of the page
and select the Buy ButtonHurry! For a
limited time you can get "Bath Bombs - A
Beginners Guide To Bath Bombs Plus The Top
15 Bath Bomb Recipes" for a special
discounted price. Get your copy right now!
Discover how easy it is to make bath bombs
at home for significantly less than what
it costs to buy them in the store with
Bath Bombs: How to Make Beautiful and
Nourishing Bath Bombs At Home, Using Cheap
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and Non-toxic Ingredients, Without
Fuss.This guide will enlighten you on the
easiest way of creating bath bombs so you
don't experience the difficulty you may
have encountered in the past with other
bath bomb recipes. With simple and clear
instructions provided for over 30 recipes
included, you are sure to succeed with
this easy-to-follow guide, regardless of
your skill level.
Bath Bomb Making Book
DIY Bath Bombs
Bath Bombs
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Bath Bombs Away!
Simple Guide & Recipes to Craft Bath Bomb
at Home for Your Family
A Practical Beginner Guide On How To Make
Simple Homemade Bath Bombs For Your Relax
and Health + More of 70 Recipes DIY

Learn to make your home made beauty bath
recipes today, Its easy, simple and fun!
Homemade bath bombs make bath time so
much more fun and enjoyable for adults and
kids alike. The best part is that you can make
your own at home. It's that easy. Why speding
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hundreds of dollars on big brands' beauty
products when you can have the same result
with a bath bomb made by yourself, in your
own kitchen, with natural ingredients? Add the
fullfilment of a Do It Yourself project and you
are good to go. Relax in a luxurious hot bath
of bubble bath, essential oils and salt
indulging, rejuvenating and stimulating all
your senses. In this book with over 70 beauty
bath recipes, you will learn how to make your
own DIY beauty bath bombs with easy, step
by step recipes for you to follow. The
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advantages to creating your own beauty bath
recipes at home are numerous; You have the
power to run wild with your imagination and
create awesome sweet smelling bath bombs
you enjoy Since all the ingredients are
natural, most of them are already in your
kitchen so they are simple and fun to make
The book includes: The basics of DIY bath
bombs ranging from instruments to sourcing
ingredients Over 70 complete recipes and
many more informations Save money and
package them as beautiful gifts to family and
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friends These Homemade beauty bath recipes
are way cheaper than most luxury bath
products Enjoy with Bath Bombs
When you go to the grocery store to pick up
some bath products, you usually spend a lot
of time looking at the ingredients. And one
look at the price and you think that the whole
industry is trying to rip you off, because there
is no way a small bath bomb, smaller than a
golf ball, should cost that much! There is a
slowly growing group of people who are tired
of the chemicals, high prices and the lack of
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choices, so they are choosing to make these
products at home. This book is going to help
you with making your own bath bombs at
home. Bath bombs are a type of soap that
changes the way you take a bath. You can
add essential oils you like and many other
ingredients to these bombs to make your bath
experience exquisite. All you will need to do is
drop this bomb inside the tub and wait till the
fizzing has stopped. You will then be able to
enjoy a bath that will make your skin feel
amazing and also help in relaxing your body
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after a stressful day. What are you waiting
for?
Easy-to-make, all-natural bath bombs and
other beauty indulgences Imagine sinking into
a tub filled with heavenly scented bubbles
that lift away your stress. Or maybe you crave
a bath with refreshingly fragrant fizz that
wakes up your spirit and energizes your body.
With step-by-step instructions and beautiful
full-color photos, Homemade Bath Bombs &
More will deliver an amazing bath experience
that perfectly meets your needs. · Discover
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more than 75 easy recipes for delightful bath
bombs, along with other fun and luxurious
bath products such as sugar scrubs, body
butter, and bath jellies. · Indulge for a small
fraction of the prices at trendy bath and body
stores. (Many of the bath bombs in this book
can be made for just $1 each!) · Feel good
knowing that each recipe is made with
naturally derived ingredients that nourish your
skin and pamper your bath. · Make gorgeous,
affordable bath gifts to keep on hand or
customize for friends and family. The creative
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and colorful DIY recipes in this book are
guaranteed to deliver the self-care you need
on a smart budget!
Bath Bombs for Beginners Bath Bomb Recipes
and Beginner's Guide Bath bombs are these
nifty little things that you toss in your bath.
They create a foamy, bubbly action that can
help relax tired muscles and leave your skin
feeling soft and refreshed. Besides being easy
to make and very budget-friendly, one of the
great thing about bath bombs is that, despite
the popularity of homemade gifts, there
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probably won't be another member of you
family making them to give out as presents.
Bath bombs are also very versatile, which
means you can make them to fit anyone's
personal needs, taste and style. Table of
Contents Introduction Chapter 1 - Basic
Ingredients What is Citric Acid and Where to
Find It Chapter 2 - Getting it Just Right Molding
the Bath Bombs Chapter 3 - Bath Bomb
Recipes Basic Bath Bomb Bath Bombs without
Citric Acid Recipe White Tea and Coconut Oil
Bath Bomb Recipe Water Softening Bath
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Bomb Christmasy Bath Bombs Dried Flower
Bath Bombs Easter Egg Bath Bombs Bath
Bomb Favors Itty Bitty Bath Bombs Green Tea
Bath Bombs Fortune Cookie Bath Bombs
Rustic Bath Bombs Moisture Rich Bath Bombs
Fizzy Milk Bath Bombs Shea Butter and Citrus
Bath Bombs Saturday Night Sizzle Cinnamon
Tea Bath Bombs Hard as a Rock Bath Bombs
Manly Bath Bombs Coconut and Vanilla Bath
Bombs Chapter 4 - Get Creative Adding Extras
Molds Chapter 5 - Tips and Considerations
Conclusion
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Homemade Bath Bombs & More
Super Easy Natural and Organic Bath Bombs
Recipes for Instant Relaxation, Reduced
Stress, and Better Health
Bath Bombs: Beginners Bath Bomb Recipes
for Stress Reduction and Better Health
Sparkle & Fizz Bath Bombs
Bath Bomb Fizzies for Beginners
A Beginner's Guide to Making Homemade
Bath Bombs Step-By-Step
Bath Bomb Making Book It is finally the right
time to make your own luxurious bath products
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at the coziness of your home using only natural
ingredients. You will surprise your family and
friends and you will turn your bath into a
luxurious spa you deserve. The recipes you will
learn here are easy and above all very fun, so you
finally have an opportunity to explore your
creative abilities and imagination. You will save a
lot of money as the gift-giving season is just
around the corner, as you will give to your loved
ones amazing homemade bath bombs you made
with love using luxurious and sophisticated
formulas. The book will greatly help you as you
are searching for that all natural beauty lifestyle.
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You will be using only natural ingredients with
zero chemical names you do not even know how
to pronounce. You will finally turn your bath
experience into a perfect day at your spa. Here Is
A Preview Of What You Will Learn... Different
types of bath bombs Benefits of using bath
bombs for your skin Basic ingredients and
supplies you need Twenty bath bomb recipes
including ultra-softening bath bombs,
therapeutic bath bombs, moisture-rich bath
bombs And much, much more! Get this book
NOW and learn more about Bath Bomb Making!
Soothe stress, heal the body, and smell fantastic
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with lush DIY bath products including meditative,
chakra, and astrology blends—and even mixes for
men. A revitalizing bath will transform your day,
mood and health like nothing else. Homemade
Bath Bombs, Salts & Scrubs offers 300 easy, fun
recipes. These personalized creations utilize
fragrant petals, powerful essential oils and exotic
ingredients like: Sage Rose Lavender Sandalwood
Patchouli Peppermint French Green Clay Jasmine
Kukui Nut Bergamot Neroli Himalayan Sea Salt
Made of all-natural ingredients, these bath
additions elevate your soak and help to relieve
everyday ailments, including: Allergies Common
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Cold Stress Acne Dry Skin Sunburn “Perfect for
the Girly Girl that loves to relax in the tub.”
—Girly Girl “Lots of amazing blends of
ingredients in this book to help alleviate
allergies, arthritis, inflammation, and so much
more . . . Ladies, there’s even a DIY cellulite sea
salt soak!” —A Magical Mess
Bath Bombs - Easy and Natural Homemade Bath
Bombs Super Easy Natural and Organic Bath
Bombs Recipes for Instant Relaxation, Reduced
Stress, and Better HealthBath Bombs are among
the most commonly used bath products out there
and the truth is that it is almost impossible not to
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love them. Kids and adults love them equally and
they can be both relaxing and fun at the very
same time. Scented, colored and beautiful even
when just looking at them, bath bombs have been
on the cosmetic products market for a while now.
However, if you are sensitive to detergents, you
will find the vast majority of the bath bombs
found in stores to be too harsh on your skin. Even
more, those which do not contain detergents can
be extremely expensive and if you like using them
with every bath you take, you will want as much
of these little beauties as possible. Luckily
though, now you can make your own bath bombs
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at home and it will be as easy as 1-2-3. Even
more, they will turn out just the way you want
them and they will contain nothing that your skin
may not “like”. 6 Reasons You Need This Book1.
Homemade bath bombs do not contain
detergents and chemicals, which consequently
makes them smoother on the skin2. Homemade
bath bombs are really fun to make 3. Homemade
bath bombs allow you to be as creative (or as
traditional) as you want to be4. Homemade bath
bombs can become part of your aromatherapy if
you make sure to choose the right essential oils
for your affections5. Homemade bath bombs can
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make for great gifts and they can make for great
products to sell at garage sales and fundraisers
too6. Homemade bath bombs can make for great
bridal or shower tokens as well What You Will
Learn in this BookBath Bombs – The Basic- Why
Use Homemade Bath Bombs?- Aromatherapy: A
Gate to Relaxation and Health- Aromatherapy:
Make the Right Choice- Aromatherapy: Different
Aromas, Different Purposes- How to Make Basic
Bath Bombs- The Best Bath Bomb IdeasGet
started on your Bath Bombs Success Story
TODAY!Grab this book today! You can read on
your Kindle, PC, MAC, Smart Phone, or
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Tablet!Don't miss your chance to snag this book
at it's LOW introductory price…..Simply scroll up
and click the BUY button to instantly
downloadBath Bombs - Super Easy Natural and
Organic Bath Bombs Recipes for Instant
Relaxation, Reduced Stress, and Better Health
From teen sisterpreneurs™ Isabel and Caroline
Bercaw—included on the 2019 Forbes 30 Under
30 list for trailblazers in retail and ecommerce
for their multimillion-dollar company Da Bomb®
Bath Fizzers—come over 100 step-by-step recipes
for making fun, colorful, and natural bath and
beauty products, including fragrant bath bombs,
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shower melts, face masks, and body scrubs. If you
adore luxurious bath products and love to make
stuff, this guide is for you! Starting with the
basics and moving to more challenging
techniques, you’ll receive all the tools you need
to crown yourself Archbishop of Bathtopia. Learn
to make the delightfully sweet “Strawberry
Supernova” bath bomb, the potent, spicy
“Cinnamon Twist,” and the clever, colorful
“Secret Message Bomb” (with a surprise note
inside!). Next, for a beauty indulgence, treat
yourself to the “A-Lister Face Mask” or the
“Gimme Lip” lip scrub. And when you’re dying to
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add shine to your tresses, “Hair Zombie” is there
for you. Each recipe includes an ingredients list,
numbered step-by-step instructions, and photos
of the beautiful finished product. Whatever bath
or beauty treat you desire, Fizz Boom Bath! has
you covered from head to toe.
The Complete Beginners Step-By-Step Guide on
How to Make Homemade Bath Bombs, Bath Salts
and Bubble Baths (Includes All Natural &
Organic Recipes)
Bath Bombs Recipes for Self-Care and Daily Life
Fizz Boom Bath!
Easy Homemade Bath Bombs for Kids and
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Mother: Bath Bomb Recipes - Mother's Day Gift,
Gift for Mom
Bath Bombs Easy Beginners Recipes
How to Make Bath Bombs

Fizz Boom Bath!Learn to Make Your Own Bath
Bombs, Body Scrubs, and More!Rock Point
This book is full of easy to understand
directions, so you are sure to succeed
regardless of your skill. With a few simple
steps, and a little time, you're going to be
making the best bath bombs in your town. Bath
bombs are a favorite treat for anyone who
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wants an inexpensive way to spice up their
bath time. Add colors and scents to your dull
bath water. These recipes are incredibly simple
to make but make a perfect gift. In this guide
we have compiled the best bath bomb recipes
from the internet and the world. Sit back and
Ejoy! This book also will be challenging you to
make more extreme bath bombs, designed to
look like the best desserts on earth. Bath
bombs are the most common used bath
products. IMPOSSIBLE not to love! The
majority of bath bombs available in stores are
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loaded with chemicals and detergents which
will negatively effect your skin.
Learn how to make beautifully scented and
personalised bath bombs in the comfort of your
own home and for a fraction of the cost of
commercial products. Today only, get this
fantastic book for a discounted price. You are
about to discover how quickly and easily you
can make luxurious and unique bath bombs that
with change your bathing experience into a
time of pure indulgence. Forget about spending
a fortune on the commercial bath bombs that
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are on the market and enter into the world of
organic, home-made bath bombs which you
have made yourself. Not only will you save
money but in a very short time, and with very
little effort you will have a product to rival any
that you can buy from a store or online. This
book contains basic bath bomb recipes along
with a variety of essential oil blends. You can
personalise the bath bombs to your own
individual taste, tailor them to suit a particular
mood or blend the oils to help treat a physical
or mental problem. You can even design your
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own gifts to give to family and friends. Once
you have mastered the art of making bath
bombs you will never look back, you can design
a signature style or scent of your own or create
something unique for someone else. It really
couldn't be simpler. All this and more is
contained within these pages. Read, Learn and
Enjoy. Here Is A Preview Of What You'll
Learn... How to create the perfect bath bomb
for you How to personalise your bath bombs to
make a unique gift Safety informations on
working with essential oils Recipe Ideas And
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much much more Take action today and learn
how to improve your life with bath bombs now!
Are you a bath bomb lover? The common bath
bombs are so expensive and also contain toxic
ingredients so you would like to craft the bath
bomb yourself?The bath bomb making process
is quite simple and it will be great if you can
craft it with your family. This book will show
you how: - Crafting bath bomb with cheap and
non-toxic ingredients which easy to purchase in
any stores.- Many Unique information about
bath bomb that you are looking for.- All bath
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bomb recipes have the finished pictures so you
will know what's your bath bomb will look like
after crafting it.- All bath bomb recipes are in
standard measurement so you will not confuse
during crafting.- All bath bomb recipes are
pretty and easy to follow for children or adult.How to make baby bath bomb for your babiesHow to make bath bomb ring to surprise your
crush!- FAQ section for bath bombs which you
should know.Grab you copy now and starting to
craft your pretty bath bombs!
Learn to Make Your Own Bath Bombs, Body
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Scrubs, and More!
Simply DIY Recipes for Relaxation Or Profit
An Easy Guide to Making Homemade Bath
Bombs at Home, Using Cheap and Non-toxic
Ingredients, Without Fuss
DIY Projects
Bath Bomb Recipes
A Simple Bath Bombs Making Guide for
Beginners
Beginner Bath Bombs is a book that teaches you how to make the
basic bath bomb recipe and build onto it for a variety of bath
bombs! In this book, you will learn how to make bath bombs of
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different colors, sizes and shapes. You can keep them for yourself or
give them away as gifts. Beginner Bath Bombs also gives you
packaging and gift ideas for Christmas, Easter and Valentines Day.
Each recipe in the book has special notes that go over safety
precautions and special tips specific to the recipe. Beginner Bath
Bombs is a great book for anyone who wants to start making fizzy
bath time treats right away!
Are you overspending on bath bombs products? Not sure which
ingredients they contain?Make Beautiful and Nourishing Bath
Bombs at Home Without StressDiscover how easy it is to make bath
bombs at home for significantly less than what it costs to buy them
in the store with The Bath Bombs: An Easy Guide to Making
Homemade Bath Bombs at Home, Using Cheap and Non-toxic
Ingredients, Without Fuss.Our bath products work as perfect
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homemade gifts for all your friends and family. We have a
handpicked selection of recipes designed specifically for males, and
for children, so they can truly be enjoyed by everyone! Whether you
are looking to start a business, or just save some money on luxury
bath bombs, this is the book for you!This guide will enlighten you
on the easiest way of creating bath bombs so you don't experience
the difficulty you may have encountered in the past with other bath
bomb recipes. With simple and clear instructions provided for over
20 recipes included, you are sure to succeed with this easy-tofollow guide, regardless of your skill level. With a few simple
ingredients, and a little bit of time, you'll be making bath bombs in
an afternoon.In this book, you'll discover: -Amazing bath bomb and
bath melt recipes with cheap easy-to-get ingredients-Great-smelling
recipes for relaxation, detoxification, pain relief, healing, and
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skincare-How to store your bath bombs to maintain their fizzinessHow to add essential oils and other wonderful extra ingredients to
customize your bath bombs-And much, much more!This book can be
a project for you, a gift for friends and family, or an enhancement
to your knowledge in the world of bath and body crafts. Whatever
the purpose, you will be able to whip up a bath bomb whenever you
want to.
DO YOU WANT TO KNOW HOW TO MAKE YOUR OWN BATH
BOMBS WITHIN A LIMITED BUDGET? Find out how with: Bath
Bombs, Beginner's Guide To Making Amazing Bath Bombs And
Bathtub Treats! Bath bombs are ingenious little things that you
simply toss in your bath to create a foamy and bubbly bath and
elevate your bathing experience into something therapeutic. Bath
bombs help you in relaxing your tired muscles at the end of a long
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day and make your skin soft and refreshed. All you need to do is
simply toss in a bath bomb into the tub and let the nourishing
ingredients wash over your body. But store bought bath bombs can
burn a hole in your pocket. So the best solution is to make your own
bath bombs. If you want to try your hand at making your own bath
bombs at home, but don't know where to start then this is the right
book for you. This book will help you make bath bombs within a
limited budget. The ingredients you will need are easily available;
in fact, most of the ingredients that you need are probably in your
kitchen already. Within a matter of 15 minutes, you will be able to
whip up a batch of refreshing bath bombs by following the recipes
given in this book. In this book you will learn: What are bath bombs
The history of bath bombs and how they were first made Different
uses of different types of bath bombs The affects of bath bombs on
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your mind and body Why you should opt for homemade bath bombs
as opposed to store brought stuff How to make essential oils at
home Everything you need to know about curing simple ailments
with essential oils Easy to follow recipes to make basic bath bombs
Bath bombs as a unique gifting option How to pack bath bombs and
increase their shelf life Common mistakes to avoid when using bath
bombs Precautions when making your bath bombs Fancy bath
bomb recipes using essential oils This book has all of the
information that you need to know for making your own bath
bombs. The recipes, tips, precautions, list of popular ingredients
and the benefits of making your own bath bombs will definitely
convince you and encourage you to make your own personalized
bath bombs. You needn't restrict yourself to the recipes that are
given in this book. You can mix and match various ingredients to
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come up with new and interesting bath bombs that would suit your
needs. Making your own goodies was never this fun or easy. Now
all that's left for you to do is to get started and start experimenting!
The results will surely leave you feeling pleasantly surprised. So,
pick up the book and get started! Buy your copy today!
The Ultimate Guide for Bomb Recipes to Relieve Stress and
Energize your Body and Mind COMPLETELY NEW EDITION,
JULY 2016 Bomb Recipes for the Perfect "Gift-Bombs"! Valentine's
Day Bath Bomb Yummy Cake Bath Bomb Disco Party Bath Bomb
Winter Snowball Bath Bomb Christmassy Bath Bomb Fortune
Cookie Bath Bomb Golden Glow Bath Bomb This book is a guide to
understanding more on bath bombs, its numerous benefits and ways
of use. It is a guide to help you get started with creating your own
colorful, attractive and heavenly bath bombs. They are pretty
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inexpensive and amazing self-care items which you can begin at
home. You will also find some extremely useful tips and advises on
questions regarding the bath bombs. This book also has some
simple, yet blissful recipes of bath bombs that you can make. There
are different bath bombs with ingredients like herbs, essential oils,
etc., that will help you relax, rejuvenate and indulge yourself. No
matter what your mood is, there would be a bath bomb to
compliment it! It is time to create some bombs that are cost efficient
and bring peace and tranquility to your mind. Let's begin. Let's dive
in!
The Bath Bomb Recipe Book
Bath Bombs Book: Natural and Organic Homemade Bath Bombs
Beginner’s Guide
A Beginners Guide To Bath Bombs Plus The Top 15 Bath Bomb
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Recipes
How to Make Refreshing Bath Bombs for Relaxation, Stress
Reduction, and Better Health
Bath Bombs for Beginners - Bath Bomb Recipes and Beginner's
Guide
47 Magnificent Organic Non-Toxic Bath Bomb Recipes for Stress
Relief, Detoxification, Dry Skin and Longevity!

A complete, step by step guide to making your own
luxurious bath bombs at home! Fed up of buying
expensive bath bombs and being disappointed by the
fizz? Learn how you can make your own amazing bath
bombs at home. You will be surprised how affordable
and easy it is, even if you are a complete beginner! Bath
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bombs are a luxury but for many people they would not
want to be without. The right bath bomb can make the
simple act of getting into the bath become a luxury
experience that destresses and rejuvenates. Finding the
right bath bombs can be frustrating not just because of
the cost but due to the wide variety of brands and
uncertainty about the ingredients. Making your own bath
bombs takes away this uncertainty, meaning you are in
complete control over the ingredients. You know they are
safe for you to use and you know they are not going to
cause any reaction on yoru skin. Pampering yourself is
very important and particularly in our high stress society
a well earned luxury bath can make all the difference in
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helping you feel able to cope with the world. With these
recipes you can make bath time more interesting, more
enjoyable, therapeutic and beneficial to your skin! Plus
you will be saving money on the cost of bath bombs and
have exactly the right bath bomb for you. In this book
you will learn the simple process of making your own
bath bombs without expensive ingredients or tools, you'll
be surprised just how easy it is. You will find step by step
instructions for making amazing bath bombs that will be
the envy of your friends and make great gifts if you ever
need them too. You will learn all about the many different
ingredients you can use and how they can benefit you
when including in a bath bomb. Once you learn these
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secrets you will be hooked to making your own bath
bombs and of course need plenty more time in the bath
to try them all out! With over 40 fun and interesting
recipes there is something in here for everyone plus you
will be taught how to customize the recipes to make
them unique to you with many different health promoting
ingredients. In this step by step book you will learn
everything you need to know about making your own
bath bombs including: - Shaping and Molding Your Bath
Bombs - great advice and tips on how to shape and mold
your bath bombs to make them look fantastic, making
them the ideal gift or luxury for you - Storing Your Bath
Bombs - find out how to store your bath bombs in order
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to prevent them from dissolving and keep them for
several weeks or more - Presenting Your Bath Bombs discover some of the best ways to present your bath
bombs which is important if you are giving them as gifts How to Make Bubble Bars - learn a basic recipe for
bubble bars which are a very indulgent luxury for a bath!
- Basic Bath Bomb Recipe - here is the basic bath bomb
recipe which will be built on and expanded later in the
book - Troubleshooting Your Bath Bombs - find out
exactly what to do if it all goes wrong and how to recover
your batch - Additional Ingredients for Heavenly Bath
Bombs - discover some of the wonderful extra
ingredients you can put in your bath bombs to make
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them even more luxurious - Bath Bomb Recipes - over
40 luxury recipes meaning there is something for
everyone and for literally every occasion! If you have
tried making your own beauty products at home in the
past you may well have felt a little bit lost or
overwhelmed with complex instruction. This book has
been written for the complete beginner, though anyone
who has any experience will still benefit from the step by
step instructions and clear guidance. Not only do you
learn the basic recipe but you learn exactly how to adjust
that recipe and what ingredients you can use to
customize your bath bombs and make your own unique
recipes! So why wait any longer? Start making your own
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luxurious bath bombs and start saving money today!
Start making your own All-Natural Bath Bombs and
Bubble Baths at Home today! It's fun and easy!
***LARGE PRINT EDITION*** Bath bombs and bubble
bath make bath time so much more fun and enjoyable for
adults and kids alike. The best part is that you can make
your own at home. It's that easy. Relax in a luxurious hot
bath of bubble and fizzies, rejuvenating and pampering
your body, and awakening all your sense. There are
many advantages to make your own luxurious bath
bombs and bubble baths at home:* You get to choose
your all-natural ingredients, and scents. Combinations
are endless. Let your imagination and creativity go wild!*
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You can make them as you like them: shape, color,
scent, moisturizer...* The ingredients are easy to find,
and the equipment you need is already in your kitchen!*
Best of all you will save money and make everyone
around you so happy. They make great gifts. Homemade
bath bombs and bubble bath cost a fraction of what you
would pay in-store for luxury bath products.In this book
learn to:* Benefits of making your own bath bombs* Best
moisturizers to use as binding agents for bath bombs*
Aromatherapy for bath bombs and bubble baths with
specific scent of vanilla, cinnamon, aloe, sweet orange,
peppermint, lavender, . * Nartural vs synthetic* Bath
bomb molds, coloring, decorating ingredients, and
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storing* What to watch out for when making your bath
bombs* Making your bath bombs step-by-step with
pictures* How to make your own bubble baths* Easy
recipes for bath bombs and bubble baths like Orange
Smoothie Bath Bombs, Lavender and Chamomile Bath
Bombs, Vanilla baby bubble, or After Eight Bubble Bath.
Let's get started! Scroll back up and order your copy
now!
Ultimate Bath Bomb Recipes! This guide is easy to
understand with simple directions you are sure to love
regardless of your skill. With a few simple steps, a bit of
time, you're going make the best bath bombs in your
town. Bath bombs are perfect for people who want cheap
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and creative ways to spice up their bath time ritual. They
also make perfect gifts! Don't buy bath bombs from the
stores. Not only are they loaded with chemicals but also
will put a hole in your wallet. Make them at home and
save. Not only do they make perfect gifts but you can
also make and sell these at consignment shops. There is
a slow growing group of individuals who are sick and
tired of the chemicals, the high prices and lack of choices
as consumers, so they choose to make their own beauty
products at home. This book contains information on:
Bath Bomb Basics Question & Answers Uses And
Applications Rookie Mistakes With DIY Body Care Bath
Bombs Hair Care Bath Bombs Weight Loss Bath Bombs
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$10 bath bombs from the high end stores are no longer
an expense you have to pay. You will soon be making
bath bombs of a similar quality in the comfort of your own
home. These will be perfect beauty gifts for women,
stocking stuffers, gift exchanges, party favors and of
course, personal use! Anyone up for an organic bubble
bath?Scroll up and grab your copy today!
How often have we yearned for a warm bath at the end
of a stressful day? Bath bombs are a hard packed
mixture of moisturizers, aromas, colors and many other
ingredients that make your bath time more relaxing. You
can easily add in essential oils, fragrance, colors and
herbs. If you were to purchase bath bombs at a health
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and beauty store, you could easily spend $4 to $6 on
each one. Depending on the brand, the price can easily
skyrocket up to nearly $9 per bath bomb. Even though
the recipes in this book make large batches of bath
bombs, when you do the math, each bath bomb cost a
fraction of the price and is made especially for you, by
you, and you know exactly what is it. By making your
own bath bombs at home, you can control the type and
quality of ingredients that go into every product. This
book contains 80 pages of recipes for homemade bath
bombs, including a multitude of aromatherapy based
bath bombs. Keep your eyes open for other DIY, money
saving books from Evelyn!
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Easy Beginners Recipes To Unlock The Therapeutic
Power Of Bath Bombs For Better Health
Soothing Spa Treatments for Luxurious Self-Care and
Bath-Time Bliss
Natural, Organic, Amazingly Smelling, Simple, And
Straightforward DIY Recipes For Making Bath Bombs
Delightful Organic Homemade Bath Bombs Book.
Recipes for All Occasions: Therapeutic Effects,
Relaxation, Stress Relief, Romance
Bath Bombs for Beginners
Simple to Make DIY Bath Bomb and Bubble Bath
Recipes
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